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Foundations of Software Engineering "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
What others in the trenches say about The Pragmatic Programmer... “The cool thing about this book
is that it’s great for keeping the programming process fresh. The book helps you to continue to grow
and clearly comes from people who have been there.” —Kent Beck, author of Extreme Programming
Explained: Embrace Change “I found this book to be a great mix of solid advice and wonderful
analogies!” —Martin Fowler, author of Refactoring and UML Distilled “I would buy a copy, read it
twice, then tell all my colleagues to run out and grab a copy. This is a book I would never loan
because I would worry about it being lost.” —Kevin Ruland, Management Science, MSG-Logistics
“The wisdom and practical experience of the authors is obvious. The topics presented are relevant
and useful.... By far its greatest strength for me has been the outstanding analogies—tracer bullets,
broken windows, and the fabulous helicopter-based explanation of the need for orthogonality,
especially in a crisis situation. I have little doubt that this book will eventually become an excellent
source of useful information for journeymen programmers and expert mentors alike.” —John Lakos,
author of Large-Scale C++ Software Design “This is the sort of book I will buy a dozen copies of
when it comes out so I can give it to my clients.” —Eric Vought, Software Engineer “Most modern
books on software development fail to cover the basics of what makes a great software developer,
instead spending their time on syntax or technology where in reality the greatest leverage possible
for any software team is in having talented developers who really know their craft well. An excellent
book.” —Pete McBreen, Independent Consultant “Since reading this book, I have implemented many
of the practical suggestions and tips it contains. Across the board, they have saved my company
time and money while helping me get my job done quicker! This should be a desktop reference for
everyone who works with code for a living.” —Jared Richardson, Senior Software Developer,
iRenaissance, Inc. “I would like to see this issued to every new employee at my company....” —Chris
Cleeland, Senior Software Engineer, Object Computing, Inc. “If I’m putting together a project, it’s the
authors of this book that I want. . . . And failing that I’d settle for people who’ve read their book.”
—Ward Cunningham Straight from the programming trenches, The Pragmatic Programmer cuts
through the increasing specialization and technicalities of modern software development to examine
the core process--taking a requirement and producing working, maintainable code that delights its
users. It covers topics ranging from personal responsibility and career development to architectural
techniques for keeping your code ﬂexible and easy to adapt and reuse. Read this book, and you'll
learn how to Fight software rot; Avoid the trap of duplicating knowledge; Write ﬂexible, dynamic,
and adaptable code; Avoid programming by coincidence; Bullet-proof your code with contracts,
assertions, and exceptions; Capture real requirements; Test ruthlessly and eﬀectively; Delight your
users; Build teams of pragmatic programmers; and Make your developments more precise with
automation. Written as a series of self-contained sections and ﬁlled with entertaining anecdotes,
thoughtful examples, and interesting analogies, The Pragmatic Programmer illustrates the best
practices and major pitfalls of many diﬀerent aspects of software development. Whether you're a
new coder, an experienced programmer, or a manager responsible for software projects, use these
lessons daily, and you'll quickly see improvements in personal productivity, accuracy, and job
satisfaction. You'll learn skills and develop habits and attitudes that form the foundation for longterm success in your career. You'll become a Pragmatic Programmer.
Hands-On Software Engineering with Python CRC Press
11 simple practices a software engineer can apply to be more a more eﬀective contributor and more
productive team member. Included are personal processes for ﬁxing bugs and implementing new
features, tips for writing, interviewing, and time management, as well as guides for bootstrapping
new projects, making technical arguments, and leading a team.
How to Recruit and Hire Great Software Engineers CreateSpace

Explore various verticals in software engineering through high-end systems using Python Key
FeaturesMaster the tools and techniques used in software engineeringEvaluates available database
options and selects one for the ﬁnal Central Oﬃce system-componentsExperience the iterations
software go through and craft enterprise-grade systemsBook Description Software Engineering is
about more than just writing code—it includes a host of soft skills that apply to almost any
development eﬀort, no matter what the language, development methodology, or scope of the
project. Being a senior developer all but requires awareness of how those skills, along with their
expected technical counterparts, mesh together through a project's life cycle. This book walks you
through that discovery by going over the entire life cycle of a multi-tier system and its related
software projects. You'll see what happens before any development takes place, and what impact
the decisions and designs made at each step have on the development process. The development of
the entire project, over the course of several iterations based on real-world Agile iterations, will be
executed, sometimes starting from nothing, in one of the fastest growing languages in the
world—Python. Application of practices in Python will be laid out, along with a number of Pythonspeciﬁc capabilities that are often overlooked. Finally, the book will implement a high-performance
computing solution, from ﬁrst principles through complete foundation. What you will
learnUnderstand what happens over the course of a system's life (SDLC)Establish what to expect
from the pre-development life cycle stepsFind out how the development-speciﬁc phases of the SDLC
aﬀect developmentUncover what a real-world development process might be like, in an Agile
wayFind out how to do more than just write the codeIdentify the existence of project-independent
best practices and how to use themFind out how to design and implement a high-performance
computing processWho this book is for Hands-On Software Engineering with Python is for you if you
are a developer having basic understanding of programming and its paradigms and want to skill up
as a senior programmer. It is assumed that you have basic Python knowledge.
Security for Software Engineers Springer Science & Business Media
The author starts with the premise that C is an excellent language for software engineering projects.
The book con- centrates on programming style,particularly readability, maintainability, and
portability. Documents the proposed ANSI Standard, which is expected to be ratiﬁed in 1987. This
book is designed as a text for both beginner and inter- mediate-level programmers.
A Philosophy of Software Design Apress
Success in today's IT environment requires you to view your career as a business endeavor. In this
book, you'll learn how to become an entrepreneur, driving your career in the direction of your
choosing. You'll learn how to build your software development career step by step, following the
same path that you would follow if you were building, marketing, and selling a product. After all,
your skills themselves are a product. The choices you make about which technologies to focus on
and which business domains to master have at least as much impact on your success as your
technical knowledge itself--don't let those choices be accidental. We'll walk through all aspects of
the decision-making process, so you can ensure that you're investing your time and energy in the
right areas. You'll develop a structured plan for keeping your mind engaged and your skills fresh.
You'll learn how to assess your skills in terms of where they ﬁt on the value chain, driving you away
from commodity skills and toward those that are in high demand. Through a mix of high-level,
thought-provoking essays and tactical "Act on It" sections, you will come away with concrete plans
you can put into action immediately. You'll also get a chance to read the perspectives of several
highly successful members of our industry from a variety of career paths. As with any product or
service, if nobody knows what you're selling, nobody will buy. We'll walk through the often-neglected
world of marketing, and you'll create a plan to market yourself both inside your company and to the
industry in general. Above all, you'll see how you can set the direction of your career, leading to a
more fulﬁlling and remarkable professional life.
Building a Career in Software O'Reilly Media
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I am a Software Engineer and I am in Charge is a real-world, practical book that helps you increase
your impact and satisfaction at work no matter who you work with.Each of the 7 chapters has the
following structure speciﬁcally designed to generate insight and move you to action.Why it mattersA
brief introduction to the chapter that oﬀers questions for you to experiment with your current belief
about the topic of the chapter. For example, if you believe you can't ask a colleague you admire to
be your mentor, then what could you do if you changed that belief?The storyA ﬁctional story
following the protagonist, Sandrine who left her company to get a higher-level role and found that
despite the "promotion" everything still feels the same, the people around her are clueless.In each
chapter, Sandrine learns something from the people she interacts with that gets her thinking in a
new way enabling her to take diﬀerent actions.Sandrine is not perfect though, she makes slip-ups,
promises to change but goes back to old habits, plans for things a certain way only to discover it
doesn't play out that way-just like in real life.What do we learn from the storyHere we talk about the
lesson from the story, and ask you, the reader, what you will do with your new knowledge and
insights.The experimentsAt the end of each chapter, there are 3 experiments for you to try. You can
choose to do one or more of them to see what happens when you put yourself in Sandrine's
shoes.Follow Sandrine on her journey to see for yourself how she solved her problems and increased
her impact and satisfaction and in the process ﬁnd a way to increase yours.By the end of the book
you'll have learned: How your words inﬂuence your actionsHow to prosper from feedbackHow to set
goals that inspireHow to work with others to create a better solutionHow to use failure as a data
point to inform your learnin
Software Engineering Independently Published
This handbook provides a unique and in-depth survey of the current state-of-the-art in software
engineering, covering its major topics, the conceptual genealogy of each subﬁeld, and discussing
future research directions. Subjects include foundational areas of software engineering (e.g.
software processes, requirements engineering, software architecture, software testing, formal
methods, software maintenance) as well as emerging areas (e.g., self-adaptive systems, software
engineering in the cloud, coordination technology). Each chapter includes an introduction to central
concepts and principles, a guided tour of seminal papers and key contributions, and promising
future research directions. The authors of the individual chapters are all acknowledged experts in
their ﬁeld and include many who have pioneered the techniques and technologies discussed.
Readers will ﬁnd an authoritative and concise review of each subject, and will also learn how
software engineering technologies have evolved and are likely to develop in the years to come. This
book will be especially useful for researchers who are new to software engineering, and for
practitioners seeking to enhance their skills and knowledge.
The Pragmatic Programmer Pearson Education
Now in the 5th edition, Cracking the Coding Interview gives you the interview preparation you need
to get the top software developer jobs. This book provides: 150 Programming Interview Questions
and Solutions: From binary trees to binary search, this list of 150 questions includes the most
common and most useful questions in data structures, algorithms, and knowledge based questions.
5 Algorithm Approaches: Stop being blind-sided by tough algorithm questions, and learn these ﬁve
approaches to tackle the trickiest problems. Behind the Scenes of the interview processes at Google,
Amazon, Microsoft, Facebook, Yahoo, and Apple: Learn what really goes on during your interview
day and how decisions get made. Ten Mistakes Candidates Make -- And How to Avoid Them: Don't
lose your dream job by making these common mistakes. Learn what many candidates do wrong, and
how to avoid these issues. Steps to Prepare for Behavioral and Technical Questions: Stop
meandering through an endless set of questions, while missing some of the most important
preparation techniques. Follow these steps to more thoroughly prepare in less time.
Clean Code CRC Press
Software engineering education has a problem: universities and bootcamps teach aspiring engineers
to write code, but they leave graduates to teach themselves the countless supporting tools required
to thrive in real software companies. Building a Career in Software is the solution, a comprehensive
guide to the essential skills that instructors don't need and professionals never think to teach:
landing jobs, choosing teams and projects, asking good questions, running meetings, going on-call,
debugging production problems, technical writing, making the most of a mentor, and much more. In
over a decade building software at companies such as Apple and Uber, Daniel Heller has mentored
and managed tens of engineers from a variety of training backgrounds, and those engineers inspired
this book with their hundreds of questions about career issues and day-to-day problems. Designed
for either random access or cover-to-cover reading, it oﬀers concise treatments of virtually every
non-technical challenge you will face in the ﬁrst ﬁve years of your career—as well as a selection of
industry-focused technical topics rarely covered in training. Whatever your education or technical
specialty, Building a Career in Software can save you years of trial and error and help you succeed
as a real-world software professional. What You Will Learn Discover every important nontechnical
facet of professional programming as well as several key technical practices essential to the
transition from student to professional Build relationships with your employer Improve your
communication, including technical writing, asking good questions, and public speaking Who This
Book is For Software engineers either early in their careers or about to transition to the professional
world; that is, all graduates of computer science or software engineering university programs and all
software engineering boot camp participants.
Occupational Outlook Handbook Pragmatic Bookshelf
Want a great software development team? Look no further. How to Recruit and Hire Great Software
Engineers: Building a Crack Development Team is a ﬁeld guide and instruction manual for ﬁnding
and hiring excellent engineers that ﬁt your team, drive your success, and provide you with a
competitive advantage. Focusing on proven methods, the book guides you through creating and
tailoring a hiring process speciﬁc to your needs. You’ll learn to establish, implement, evaluate, and
ﬁne-tune a successful hiring process from beginning to end. Some studies show that really good
programmers can be as much as 5 or even 10 times more productive than the rest. How do you ﬁnd
these rock star developers? Patrick McCuller, an experienced engineering and hiring manager, has
made answering that question part of his life's work, and the result is this book. It covers sourcing
talent, preparing for interviews, developing questions and exercises that reveal talent (or the lack
thereof), handling common and uncommon situations, and onboarding your new hires. How to
Recruit and Hire Great Software Engineers will make your hiring much more eﬀective, providing a
long-term edge for your projects. It will: Teach you everything you need to know to ﬁnd and evaluate
great software developers. Explain why and how you should consider candidates as customers,
which makes oﬀers easy to negotiate and close. Give you the methods to create and engineer an
optimized process for your business from job description to onboarding and the hundreds of details
in between. Provide analytical tools and metrics to help you improve the quality of your hires. This
book will prove invaluable to new managers. But McCuller’s deep thinking on the subject will also
help veteran managers who understand the essential importance of ﬁnding just the right person to
move projects forward. Put into practice, the hiring process this book prescribes will not just improve
the success rate of your projects—it’ll make your work life easier and lot more fun.
Beginning Software Engineering Yaknyam Publishing
Learn software engineering from scratch, from installing and setting up your development
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environment, to navigating a terminal and building a model command line operating system, all
using the Scala programming language as a medium. The demand for software engineers is growing
exponentially, and with this book you can start your journey into this rewarding industry, even with
no prior programming experience. Using Scala, a language known to contain “everything and the
kitchen sink,” you’ll begin coding on a gentle learning curve by applying the basics of programming
such as expressions, control ﬂow, functions, and classes. You’ll then move on to an overview of all
the major programming paradigms. You’ll ﬁnish by studying software engineering concepts such as
testing and scalability, data structures, algorithm design and analysis, and basic design patterns.
With Software Engineering from Scratch as your navigator, you can get up to speed on the software
engineering industry, develop a solid foundation of many of its core concepts, and develop an
understanding of where to invest your time next. What You Will Learn Use Scala, even with no prior
knowledge Demonstrate general Scala programming concepts and patterns Begin thinking like a
software engineer Work on every level of the software development cycle Who This Book Is For
Anyone who wants to learn about software engineering; no prior programming experience required.
Modern Software Engineering John Wiley & Sons
Anyone who develops software for a living needs a proven way to produce it better, faster, and
cheaper. The Productive Programmer oﬀers critical timesaving and productivity tools that you can
adopt right away, no matter what platform you use. Master developer Neal Ford not only oﬀers
advice on the mechanics of productivity-how to work smarter, spurn interruptions, get the most out
your computer, and avoid repetition-he also details valuable practices that will help you elude
common traps, improve your code, and become more valuable to your team. You'll learn to: Write
the test before you write the code Manage the lifecycle of your objects fastidiously Build only what
you need now, not what you might need later Apply ancient philosophies to software development
Question authority, rather than blindly adhere to standards Make hard things easier and impossible
things possible through meta-programming Be sure all code within a method is at the same level of
abstraction Pick the right editor and assemble the best tools for the job This isn't theory, but the
fruits of Ford's real-world experience as an Application Architect at the global IT consultancy
ThoughtWorks. Whether you're a beginner or a pro with years of experience, you'll improve your
work and your career with the simple and straightforward principles in The Productive Programmer.
Software Engineering 1 Apress
Software Engineer's Reference Book provides the fundamental principles and general approaches,
contemporary information, and applications for developing the software of computer systems. The
book is comprised of three main parts, an epilogue, and a comprehensive index. The ﬁrst part
covers the theory of computer science and relevant mathematics. Topics under this section include
logic, set theory, Turing machines, theory of computation, and computational complexity. Part II is a
discussion of software development methods, techniques and technology primarily based around a
conventional view of the software life cycle. Topics discussed include methods such as CORE,
SSADM, and SREM, and formal methods including VDM and Z. Attention is also given to other
technical activities in the life cycle including testing and prototyping. The ﬁnal part describes the
techniques and standards which are relevant in producing particular classes of application. The text
will be of great use to software engineers, software project managers, and students of computer
science.
Software Engineer's Reference Book Elsevier
"This remarkable book combines practical advice, ready-to-use techniques, anda deep
understanding of why this is the right way to develop software. I haveseen software teams
transformed by the ideas in this book." --Mike Cohn, author of Agile Estimating and Planning "As a
lean practitioner myself, I have loved and used their ﬁrst book for years.When this second book
came out, I was delighted that it was even better. If youare interested in how lean principles can be
useful for software developmentorganizations, this is the book you are looking for. The Poppendiecks
oﬀer abeautiful blend of history, theory, and practice." --Alan Shalloway, coauthor of Design Patterns
Explained "I've enjoyed reading the book very much. I feel it might even be better than theﬁrst lean
book by Tom and Mary, while that one was already exceptionallygood! Mary especially has a lot of
knowledge related to lean techniques inproduct development and manufacturing. It's rare that these
techniques areactually translated to software. This is something no other book does well(except
their ﬁrst book)." --Bas Vodde "The new book by Mary and Tom Poppendieck provides a well-written
andcomprehensive introduction to lean principles and selected practices for softwaremanagers and
engineers. It illustrates the application of the values andpractices with well-suited success stories. I
enjoyed reading it." --Roman Pichler "In Implementing Lean Software Development, the
Poppendiecks explore moredeeply the themes they introduced in Lean Software Development. They
beginwith a compelling history of lean thinking, then move to key areas such asvalue, waste, and
people. Each chapter includes exercises to help you apply keypoints. If you want a better
understanding of how lean ideas can work withsoftware, this book is for you." --Bill Wake,
independent consultant In 2003, Mary and Tom Poppendieck's Lean Software Development
introduced breakthrough development techniques that leverage Lean principles to deliver
unprecedented agility and value. Now their widely anticipated sequel and companion guide shows
exactly how to implement Lean software development, hands-on. This new book draws on the
Poppendiecks' unparalleled experience helping development organizations optimize the entire
software value stream. You'll discover the right questions to ask, the key issues to focus on, and
techniques proven to work. The authors present case studies from leading-edge software
organizations, and oﬀer practical exercises for jumpstarting your own Lean initiatives. Managing to
extend, nourish, and leverage agile practices Building true development teams, not just groups
Driving quality through rapid feedback and detailed discipline Making decisions Just-in-Time, but no
later Delivering fast: How PatientKeeper delivers 45 rock-solid releases per year Making tradeoﬀs
that really satisfy customers Implementing Lean Software Development is indispensable to anyone
who wants more eﬀective development processes--managers, project leaders, senior developers,
and architects in enterprise IT and software companies alike.
The Clean Coder CRC Press
The Software Engineer's Guide to Freelance Consulting will help teach you to be an eﬀective
freelance software consultant, which will enable you make more money, dedicate more time to
hobbies, spend more time with your loved-ones and even discover new businesses. Table of
Contents: Chapter 1: Finding Clients We will literally map out the client acquisition skills that are
paramount for you to develop and thrive in the business of software consulting. We will give you the
step-by-step concrete TODOs to achieve competence and we explain some of the abstract theory.
Chapter 2: Choosing a Rate How do some people charge $2/hr and others $500/hr? Where do you ﬁt
in? In this chapter we help you choose, justify and even increase your existing rate. Chapter 3:
Keeping Yourself Educated How do you keep yourself from becoming outdated? How do you keep
your skills in demand and the projects coming over time? We'll discuss that in this chapter. Chapter
4: Closing Deals You've got the interest but now how do you get the client to start working with you?
We'll talk about closing sales as an engineer in this chapter. Chapter 5: Being Productive Productivity
is a critical part of freelancing. Since most freelancers bill hourly it can make the diﬀerence between
making $100,000/year and $300,000/year. This chapter contains tips to maximize your productivity
as a freelancer. Chapter 6: Building & Maintaining Relationships Freelance consulting is a
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relationship-driven business. As engineers however, we tend to shy away from this. In this chapter
we will talk about how you can build strong relationships and reduce the amount of time you need to
spend selling yourself to new clients. Chapter 7: Legal Ideas Being a consultant comes with legal
implications that can save your butt when things go wrong. In this chapter our very own Silicon
Valley Lawyer Richard Burt will give you some tips of the trade. Chapter 8: Making Great First
Impressions First impressions are a primer for excellent long-term relationships that will yield great
value to you. This chapter will talk about ﬁrst impressions as a freelance tech person. Chapter 9:
Getting Paid Okay, so you've completed some contracts and now you're waiting to get paid. How do
you get paid faster? Can you reduce your risk? We'll discuss these things in this chapter and even
talk about how to deal with clients who don't pay. Chapter 10: Must-know Tax Tips As a freelance
consultant, managing your tax eﬀectively will save you a TON of money at the end of the year. In
this chapter we'll run through some basic tips that will help you minimize your tax liability so you
can keep more hard-earned money in your pocket. Chapter 11: Communicating Eﬀectively Say the
wrong things and you can ﬁnd yourself staying up late at night on the weekend. Say the right things
and you could ﬁnd yourself making more money and spending more time with your family and
friends. In this chapter we'll help you say less of the wrong things and more of the right things.
Chapter 12: Freelancing Part-time What if you don't want to leave your current full-time job? What if
you're in school full-time, or taking care of children? This chapter will help part-time freelancers.
Chapter 13: Going Back to a "Regular" Coding Job In case you later decide freelancing is not for you,
this chapter will help you ease back into a "regular" job without ruﬄing too many feathers. Chapter
14: Additional Resources Everyone who purchases the book receives an invitation to our Slack
community. You'll even get a direct line to experienced freelancers (including the authors) that can
help answer questions any day of the week.
The Productive Programmer Springer
Software Engineering at GoogleO'Reilly Media
I Am a Software Engineer and I Am in Charge Pearson Education
The best way to learn software engineering is by understanding its core and peripheral areas.
Foundations of Software Engineering provides in-depth coverage of the areas of software
engineering that are essential for becoming proﬁcient in the ﬁeld. The book devotes a complete
chapter to each of the core areas. Several peripheral areas are also explained by assigning a
separate chapter to each of them. Rather than using UML or other formal notations, the content in
this book is explained in easy-to-understand language. Basic programming knowledge using an
object-oriented language is helpful to understand the material in this book. The knowledge gained
from this book can be readily used in other relevant courses or in real-world software development
environments. This textbook educates students in software engineering principles. It covers almost
all facets of software engineering, including requirement engineering, system speciﬁcations, system
modeling, system architecture, system implementation, and system testing. Emphasizing practical
issues, such as feasibility studies, this book explains how to add and develop software requirements
to evolve software systems. This book was written after receiving feedback from several professors
and software engineers. What resulted is a textbook on software engineering that not only covers
the theory of software engineering but also presents real-world insights to aid students in proper
implementation. Students learn key concepts through carefully explained and illustrated theories, as
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well as concrete examples and a complete case study using Java. Source code is also available on
the book’s website. The examples and case studies increase in complexity as the book progresses to
help students build a practical understanding of the required theories and applications.
Rapid Development Addison-Wesley Professional
Software startups make global headlines every day. As technology companies succeed and grow, so
do their engineering departments. In your career, you'll may suddenly get the opportunity to lead
teams: to become a manager. But this is often uncharted territory. How can you decide whether this
career move is right for you? And if you do, what do you need to learn to succeed? Where do you
start? How do you know that you're doing it right? What does "it" even mean? And isn't
management a dirty word? This book will share the secrets you need to know to manage engineers
successfully. Going from engineer to manager doesn't have to be intimidating. Engineers can be
managers, and fantastic ones at that. Cast aside the rhetoric and focus on practical, hands-on
techniques and tools. You'll become an eﬀective and supportive team leader that your staﬀ will look
up to. Start with your transition to being a manager and see how that compares to being an
engineer. Learn how to better organize information, feel productive, and delegate, but not
micromanage. Discover how to manage your own boss, hire and ﬁre, do performance and salary
reviews, and build a great team. You'll also learn the psychology: how to ship while keeping staﬀ
happy, coach and mentor, deal with deadline pressure, handle sensitive information, and navigate
workplace politics. Consider your whole department. How can you work with other teams to ensure
best practice? How do you help form guilds and committees and communicate eﬀectively? How can
you create career tracks for individual contributors and managers? How can you support ﬂexible and
remote working? How can you improve diversity in the industry through your own actions? This book
will show you how. Great managers can make the world a better place. Join us.
Apress
Looks at the principles and clean code, includes case studies showcasing the practices of writing
clean code, and contains a list of heuristics and "smells" accumulated from the process of writing
clean code.
Software Architecture: The Hard Parts "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
A complete introduction to building robust and reliable software Beginning Software Engineering
demystiﬁes the software engineering methodologies and techniques that professional developers
use to design and build robust, eﬃcient, and consistently reliable software. Free of jargon and
assuming no previous programming, development, or management experience, this accessible
guide explains important concepts and techniques that can be applied to any programming
language. Each chapter ends with exercises that let you test your understanding and help you
elaborate on the chapter's main concepts. Everything you need to understand waterfall, Sashimi,
agile, RAD, Scrum, Kanban, Extreme Programming, and many other development models is inside!
Describes in plain English what software engineering is Explains the roles and responsibilities of
team members working on a software engineering project Outlines key phases that any software
engineering eﬀort must handle to produce applications that are powerful and dependable Details the
most popular software development methodologies and explains the diﬀerent ways they handle
critical development tasks Incorporates exercises that expand upon each chapter's main ideas
Includes an extensive glossary of software engineering terms
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